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Full Range

Faster lotion pump deliveries.
From our factory gates,
directly to your door.
(...in as little as 2 weeks)

Switch-To-Open
”Standard” & ”Slim”
Choose from 2 different switch models built
on the same pump cylinder. The STANDARD
is our bestseller model. It has a wide pearshaped cap.

Encapsulated Spring
Besides the switch-to-open motion, these
two models have an encapsulated spring
that prevents fluid from contacting the steel
spring inside.

The SLIM model is a rectangular shaped
slimmer version with rounded corners.
Mainly delivered in black color.

STANDARD & SLIM have a broad telescopic
neck below the cap, giving it a robust feeling.
Dosage is 1,5ml.

STANDARD

SLIM

The STANDARD 28/410 is stocked in white
color for rapid 24h deliveries. But you can
order if in any color as well.

The SLIM 28/410 most popular color is black
and we strive for keeping it in our ready-toship warehouse.

Switch-To-Open
Thick Telescopic Neck
Encapsulated Spring
Dosage 1,5ml

Twist-To-Open
”Screw” & ”Stork”
Two twist models built on the same threaded
release system. The SCREW has a unique
leaf-shaped head with sloping edges. Mostly
sold in white or black.

Low profile packaging
The Twist-to-open motion allowes for tight
packaging with secure locking while not in
use. In unscrewed position it has a ”slimming
effect” with a long delicate neck.

The STORK model has elegant long lines,
often sought for in light cosmetics. Looks
best of all with translucent finnish.

SCREW & STORK offer a large 2,0ml dosage
and have a more classical lotion pump look.
Low profile in transportation - high & slim
unlocked.

SCREW

The SCREW 28/410 is most popular in white
color, yet the special shape of it also looks
great in bottle matching colors.

The STORK 28/410 in translucent color is
perfect for transparent PET bottles.

Twist-To-Open
Slimming Neck
Low Transport Profile
Dosage 2,0ml

Best Deals
Combos With Pump & Bottle
Be smart and combine transportation of
both pumps and bottles. This reduces
waste and pollution.
”Round Shoulder” Bottle & Pump
The HDPE half liter bottle with rounded
shoulders combined with our STANDARD
lotion pump is the greatest deal you can
get - form, quality, speed and price!

Good looking with all pumps
Our popular Round Shoulder bottles go
perfectly well with all of our Lotion Pumps.
Timeless design and high quality make pump
& bottle combos the most cost effective
choice.
Ask for a sample!
Which one is your favourite? Order a sample
and discover yourself!
sales@plastix.fi

Got a favourite?

About Us
Your advantages with PLASTIX
• Reliable business with EU based company.
• Up to 30% recycled rawmaterials.
• Supplier closer to home - less transport km.
• Rapid deliveries of lotion pumps in 4 different
styles and in any color.
• European production and rapid transports,
without sea freight and with less pollution.
• MOQ 30.000 per color. No MOQ on dip tube.
• 24h Ready-To-Ship Warehouse available
• Great prices on combos of pumps and bottles
in the same shipment.

Please visit www.plastix.fi for more info
We look forward to hearing from you!
For additional info, sample requests and quotations please contact our
sales team

Anna Yuschenko
Sales Manager
+358 50 551 7033
anna@plastix.fi

Mats Sandvik
Sales & Marketing
+358 50 551 7033
mats@plastix.fi

Jennifer Nyman
Logistic & Accounts
jennifer@plastix.fi

Got a favourite?
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